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Keith Krance: Hello and welcome back to episode number ninety 

of Perpetual Traffic. The gang is back in town. 

We've got a pretty cool episode today. We've got 

a great Facebook ads update episode coming your 

way. Super excited to get into it. How are you guys 

doing?

Ralph Burns: Doing awesome.

Molly Pittman: Great! Happy to be here. Thank you, guys, for 

listening, as always.

Keith Krance: Good stuff, we're excited. We love this stuff and 

like you said, we're just talking really before we hit 

record. We love doing this, we love doing this for 

you guys. We love hearing from you guys about 

the podcast.

Ralph Burns: Yeah.
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Keith Krance: Also I think Molly's got a little update, got a little 

momentum going in the GoFundMe campaign.

Molly Pittman: Yeah. A few guys ago I told you guys about my 

friend Jeffrey. We've been friends since we were 

kids and he was paralyzed in 2009 from the waist 

down. Jeffrey recently qualified for a surgery in 

Thailand. There's a hundred percent chance, if 

he has this surgery, that he will have feeling in 

his legs again. Eighty percent chance that he can 

walk. So you see how, you know, important this 

is. The only thing coming between him and this 

surgery is ninety-two thousand dollars. If you 

didn't hear a few episodes ago, we are running a 

contest to help raise money for Jeffrey. If you go 

to digitalmarketer.com/jeff you will learn more 

but essentially there are two ways to really donate 

here.
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 The first is for every twenty dollars you donate to 

Jeff's GoFundMe campaign, you will be entered 

to win a full consultation day with Ryan Deiss 

and myself. You can come to Austin, we can do it 

virtually and we can work on your business, sales, 

funnels, ad campaigns, structuring your team, 

whatever you are looking for.

 The second thing we're doing is if you are willing 

to donate seventy-five hundred dollars or more, 

which we've actually had a few of these, which 

is insane, then you automatically win a full 

consultation day with me. So, same thing, you can 

come to Austin, we can do it virtually, we can go 

through your ads, your sales funnels, whatever is 

the best automatization point for your business. 

Then of course, if you guys have big audiences, 

I know a lot of you guys have, you know, email 

lists and Facebook fan pages. If you can distribute 

Jeffrey's GoFundMe page that is very helpful. 
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Right now we are at thirty-eight thousand 

dollars out of ninety-two thousand, so we're 

coming along. We're almost half way there and 

we really appreciate your all support. Again, it's 

digitalmarketer.com/jeff. Really appreciate your 

all's help and Jeffrey says thank you, also.

Keith Krance: Pretty cool to see the impact that we can make 

with this show and your audience. It just shows 

what you can do when you implement the 

principals, really that we teach in this at a broader 

scale.

Molly Pittman: Absolutely.

Keith Krance: You build up an audience and you can make a 

pretty big impact. It's the stuff I think you get to 

look back on fifty, sixty, seventy years back that 

you're probably going to be most proud of is stuff 

like this.
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Molly Pittman: Yeah, using our superpowers for the greater good.

Keith Krance: So let's get into it. Lots of updates been happening 

recently with Facebook. We spent a whole episode 

last week talking about one of the really biggest 

updates on a bigger scale which is really Facebook 

Messenger. There's been a few minor updates and 

some pretty cool stuff happening so, like always, 

we're going to get in here and we're going to go 

through some of the most important updates that 

we can give you a full background on and kind of 

make you aware of. As well as, as always with this 

show, we want to make sure that we're keeping 

you on the cutting edge but we're also not sending 

you in all of these different directions chasing a 

bunch of shinny objects.

Ralph Burns: #noshinyobjects.
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Keith Krance: You got to stay up though, you got to stay up on 

it. There's always a fine line, I got to stay in the 

news but then again, I can get sucked into it, right? 

So you got to be careful. There's some important 

things I think you have to be aware of. What do 

you guys say we get right into it?

Ralph Burns: Let's do it.

Molly Pittman: Let's do it.

Keith Krance: All right number one, I think Ralph's going to start 

with number one.

Ralph Burns: Yes! This is a new ad format, it's called Collection 

Ads. This literally came out yesterday so really, 

really cool. I haven't actually seen it in our ads 

managers as of yet. From what we can gather 

it's combining your product feed. So if you're 

e-commerce store or you're a local retailer this is 

going to be killer for you. 
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Just because it combines all of the best elements 

of some of the best performing ads that we see 

right now Facebook right now. Oh, one of the best 

performing ads that we have in our e-commerce 

customers and haven't really talked about this too 

much, cause it’s so deep sort of inside the funnel, 

we referred to it in the Ezra episode, you know 

when he talked about using a multi stage format 

in already used video ads. But DPAs are dynamic 

product ads are a huge part of every e-commerce 

or any retail store advertising campaign on 

Facebook just because they're so targeted and 

sometimes they give the biggest ROI. Like in the 

tens of thousands of percent of ROI just for these 

little ads.

 Anyway so that's like part of this but with this new 

ad format does, it's called a collection ad.
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 It combines video which is, you guys know if 

you've been listening to this podcast for any length 

of time, probably one of our favorite, if not the 

favorite, specially in the agency, format for ads but 

also it combines a video which you can do is like 

a branding video or maybe you know a video ad 

like we've talked about in the three step formula, 

but also the product fee underneath it. So if you're 

in an e-commerce store or you're retailer, this is a 

tremendous way to not only get some branding, 

get some education at the top of the ad with either 

a horizontal or a vertical video, but then highlight 

products underneath that. So a user can really 

watch the video and then immediately buy based 

upon the content in that video and it's dynamically 

updated as well.
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 That's one of the cool things about dynamic 

product ads that we've seen, is that you can target 

so deep inside the funnel for people who have 

maybe added to your cart but didn't purchase, or 

maybe viewed your cart but didn't purchase. We 

found that the setting of about 10 to 14 days for 

those types of people really work well for us so 

this is going to be a new format that we're really 

excited about trying out.

Molly Pittman: Yeah.

Ralph Burns: Like Keith said, it's like shiny objects are 

everywhere here but we try and sort of boil it 

down to the ones that we think are the really the 

most relevant because if we did this podcast just 

on updates, I think it would take up the entire time 

of us talking.

Molly Pittman: Yeah.
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Ralph Burns: One happens almost every day.

Molly Pittman: Yeah and when I saw this new collection ad type, 

so it is an ad type at the ad level, so it's probably 

not rolled out in most ad accounts yet but it will 

be available when you see the ability to add a 

video or an image or a carousel. This is another 

ad type but they look super cool and especially 

for e-commerce, the ability to display multiple 

products in a collection that all relate to one 

another, I think these are going to be awesome.

Keith Krance: Love it, love it, love it. Let's hit number two. Molly's 

got an update for you for number two.

Molly Pittman: Number two is exciting but very simple. A few 

weeks ago, Facebook rolled out the ability to have 

GIFs as your creative for your ads, and I've been 

wanting for this forever because you guys know 

how important it is to test visuals that move a bit, 

per se. 
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It's really eye catching for the audience. Before, 

when we had created these ads, for example we 

ran an ad a few weeks ago that looked like the 

little chat bubble that you see when someone else 

is typing on an iPhone or in Facebook, so we ran 

an ad with that chat bubble but we had to do like a 

five second video because GIFs were not an option 

for your ad creative on Facebook yet. So now you 

can use GIFs in your ads which is really exciting 

and you don't have to use the short little videos 

any longer if you just want a little bit of movement 

in your ad. At the ad level, when you're uploading 

your creative, you simply upload the GIF, just like 

you would upload a video or an image. Facebook 

is accepting GIFs as an ad type, as an ad creative 

type, which is really exciting and I can't wait to see 

how they work.
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Keith Krance: This is a big one I think. This is I think one of those 

ones that people kind of forget about because I've 

created GIFs just using a slide show and it's a lot of 

work, you know you've got to find certain images 

that work but just to be able to take a GIF that's 

already that file format and upload that as an ad, 

this is a big deal. I think this could be a small hinge 

that can swing the big doors because it's not going 

to throw you off and get you off in some big long 

project. GIFs are game changers so I we'd love to 

hear about some of the GIFs so upload them.

Molly Pittman: Yes, test the GIF.

Ralph Burns: Get the GIF.

Keith Krance: Yeah, yeah man take a five second screenshot of 

your GIF in action in the newsfeed, upload it to the 

Facebook groups, DM Engage and Facebook Ads 

University, and we love looking at the stuff. 
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All right, let's keep rocking and rolling here. 

Number three, Molly's got another one for number 

three.

Molly Pittman: So this one is really exciting also. You guys have 

heard us talk a lot about Facebook messenger 

ads and the tool ManyChat if not, head back a few 

episodes. But ManyChat recently added a super 

cool feature. By recently I mean two days ago and 

this is found under their growth tool section and 

they have now added the ability, and it's called 

Facebook Comments inside of their platform, and 

what this does is you can select a post or an ad 

from your page and you can tell ManyChat that 

for every person that comments on that post you 

want to auto message them. So when an user 

leaves a comment, you can auto message them. 

You can select that you want to message them 

immediately, you can select that you want to wait 

a few seconds, a few minutes.
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 There's an option for first level comments only so 

you know if I tagged Keith in something and then 

he commented and said oh this is cool Molly, you 

might not want to message the second tier people, 

so that option is here too. You can also exclude 

comments with particular keywords, or only trigger 

for comments with particular keywords.

 This is huge and I'm about to test this when I get 

back to Austin on Monday and what I'm going 

to do is I'm going to make a post with a Lead 

Magnet and I'm going to say: "we have a new 

report it's about ending the war between sales 

and marketing. To get your copy simply leave 

a comment below." I'll probably say comment 

'report', right? So tell him exactly what to type and 

then every person that comments on that post, we 

will auto message them delivering the reports and 

then furthering the sales conversation.
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 Another cool example, I was speaking at Social 

Media World yesterday and someone came up 

to me, he runs Facebook pages and ads for a 

company that sells dog food. They do a lot of 

post where they have people post a picture of 

their dog and the name of their dog on a post. He 

said they'll get thousands of comments on those 

posts so they're going to use this function and 

they're going to auto message people that leave a 

comment with a coupon for their dog food. There 

are lots of ways you can use this it's going to be 

incredible, especially because the more comments 

on your post the higher the relevant score so you 

can actually increase the engagement on your ads 

while still using this messenger feature. So brand 

new, just a few days old definitely worth a test and 

I'm very excited about it so cool.

Ralph Burns: That is so cool.
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Keith Krance: At the next War Room, the Beverly Hills War Room, 

April here, in just a few weeks away already, is it 

April 10 and 11th?

Ralph Burns: I believe so.

Keith Krance: Roland Frasier just posted that Mike Yang, the CEO 

and founder of ManyChat, will be with us at the 

War Room and he'll be doing a little session. Pretty 

stoked to ask him a bunch of questions. If you guys 

have any more questions or something comes up 

bring those to the groups as well.

Molly Pittman: Yes, can't wait to share with you guys how that test 

goes.
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Keith Krance: When you have tons and tons of comments, it's 

one of the number one signals that Facebook sees 

and it just shows high relevance which rewards you 

with cheaper clicks, cheaper impressions, more 

impressions and that's just a collateral benefit of 

this whole thing.

Molly Pittman: Woo!

Ralph Burns: Yeah.

Keith Krance: All right. We got another one here. The next one  

I'll touch on here is back to video ads. One of the 

changes that Facebook is making is something 

that's going to be forced into every video ad on 

Facebook, I don't know. What I do know is that 

they are testing and rolling out auto sound on with 

the video ads. 
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Just as we finish grinding you guys over the last 

year to try to figure out a way to tell that same 

story when the video is silent, especially in that 

first ten seconds, Facebook comes out with auto 

sound on videos. They're already starting to do 

something as well where the video will kind of 

minimize to the corner, right? To the top left or 

maybe bottom right, depending on your device. 

What they're testing right now so as you're 

scrolling the news feed the video will keep playing 

and kind of be up on the top left corner. Just like 

some of the news sites are doing. CNN does this, 

sometime MSNBC does this. I don't think Fox News 

is doing this. Facebook is doing this as well. What 

Facebook also mentioned is that they're going to 

be minimizing these videos on your device. So if 

you leave the Facebook app and now you're on, 

say chrome, or you're scrolling your text messages, 

or you're just on your home screen, Facebook will 

minimize the video and so it'll still keep playing.
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 This is the stuff that they're coming with, lot of 

different reasons why, but it's something that you 

really want to keep in mind. I think this is going to 

make video ads even that much more impactful. 

You go back to the echoic recall, echoic memory 

that Roy H. Williams from the Wizard of Ads talks 

about continually in some of his second and third 

book and at his workshops. If you have something 

that people can hear over and over again, kind of 

like that play list that we talked about. Anybody 

that has an iTunes playlist or a Spotify playlist, 

as one song is finishing, hear subconsciously, 

automatically starting to kind of play that next 

song in their mind. It's the same thing but if you 

have some kind of messaging or something that 

you do in your intros or in your ads that you repeat 

over and over again, kind of like a jingle, that's 

why jingles can work if it has some kind of a good 

cadence.

Ralph Burns: Yeah, exactly.
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Keith Krance: As long as it's got some kind of good melody or 

cadence that can make it even easier for people to 

remember.

Ralph Burns: So many of the updates, as we've done here on 

the podcast, but also the stuff that we see almost 

every day is related to video too. I think Facebook, 

just in general, if you're not using video in any 

way shape or form, Facebook is just of geared 

towards movement now, which is so cool. With 

the introduction of the GIFs that we can now use 

that Molly just talked about, but video I just think 

is still. Going back to like the basics here, I mean 

obviously these are updates, but video is still so 

king right now. So much of the traffic that we 

run right now and so much so that Facebook has 

devoted an entire channel to it. You can have a 

video, you know feed, on your mobile device in the 

app which is crazy.
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 I think you're going to see so many more 

developments in videos as it evolved over time. 

And that window kind showing up when you're 

on your iPad, oh YouTube has that right now but 

Facebook doesn't, which is really, really helpful. 

You can disable it or minimize it, maximize it. So 

many new developments are going to be on the 

video side cause I think that's the direction it's 

going.

Keith Krance: Just look at Instagram Stories. Instagram Stories 

have been slowly starting to blow up. As Facebook 

has implemented, what other platforms? Like 

Periscope and Snapchat are doing. Instagram 

Stories is blowing up, people that are on the 

cutting edge are doing tons and tons of these and 

guess what? Instagram Story ads are now available 

for all businesses globally. This is a big one. So, 

short videos, longer videos, don't get so sucked 

into how perfect or how long my video should be, 

get out there and just do it, and test it, and try it. 
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It's going to positively impact your brand in a big 

way and it’s going to positively impact all your 

other campaigns that are non-video. They're going 

to be more affective. If you've got some other 

video ads running, promise you.

Ralph Burns: Which totally leads us into our last point here. 

Keith, nice segue.

 Yeah, this isn't really an update but it's an 

awesome article written by the guys over at Buffer 

and Brian Peters who wrote this. Totally ninja 

article, probably one of the best articles I've seen 

that's, I think, getting shared very quickly here in 

our circles for sure about like what type of video, 

what format of video works best on Facebook, as 

well as on what placement. Whether it's mobile 

or whether it's desktop. This article, which you 

can find at digitalmarketer.com/podcast. This is 

Episode 90 is how they actually break down what 

format works best. 
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They look at square formats, landscape formats, 

letter box with text formats, as well as letter box 

without text formats. This is something that we've 

tested, probably not as methodically as these 

guys inside the agency, but we came to a lot of 

the same conclusions. It was just really cool to see 

someone testing it methodically.

 One of the big winners and one of the big 

discoveries, which we've certainty seen, is that on 

mobile, in most cases, you're going to have higher 

engagement with a square video versus just a 

normal landscape video. They test a lot of different 

factors here, not just engagement per se, but also 

cliques and a couple of other metrics with some 

cool graphs that you can sort of pick apart and 

make it a part of your overall strategy. There were 

some other things that I think were really, really 

important to come away from, we talked about 

this. 
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We talked about it on episode sixty-seven and 

sixty-eight when Keith and I go through the three 

step ads formulas, which we use quite a bit and the 

EDIE format, which Keith outlines. If you haven't 

watched or haven't listened to that podcast, go 

back and listen, it's a real good one, still relevant 

today.

 One of the things they discover in this article is 

text only video versus talking head video, which 

is something that we've sort of always sort of 

questioned. Which is the best and how should it 

be used based upon the format? It was interesting 

that average engagement for talking head versus 

text, we would probably think that movement as 

a talking head, would probably be the winner but 

they found out that text only is actually the winner 

in mobile and in desktop. 
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Another one that we always talk about is sort of 

the pattern interrupter, so the opening part of your 

video, which is sort of the first step in the three 

step video ads formula, which is whether or not 

you should do movement or you should do sort of 

a static image with lettering. What they found is 

that for three second video views, image and text 

and video and text are really a tie when it comes to 

engagement for three second video views as well 

as a bunch of other metrics.

 Really super interesting article. I mean obviously 

it's not an enormous test but I think it's probably 

one of the best articles that's out there that test 

all these sorts of things including length of video 

versus engagement. We tend to air on the side of 

longer videos, right Keith? But we really do like 

short videos as an adjunct to those. It talks about 

who much more engagement is with longer videos 

overall, that are longer than ninety seconds. 
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Obviously it's going to depend on your content, 

and they use Animoto in this test, which is one 

of our favorite tools, specially for customers who 

might have a hard time to actually create their 

own videos. It's a tool that we now integrate to the 

agency, almost exclusively, it's a great, great tool 

for all you guys to at least explore, take a look at 

and get going on video ads.

Keith Krance: When you're reading articles like this really, 

really, really important to take the context into 

consideration of the test.

Ralph Burns: Absolutely

Keith Krance: For example, we did a test a while back as well 

where we tested just text on the screen and the 

only thing we were looking at is what's giving us 

that longer average length. 
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Like which one is averaging fifteen seconds per 

average video duration compared to nineteen 

compared to thirteen, or maybe twenty seven. We 

tested three different version, one was just face 

to camera, one was face to camera and text on 

the screen repeating what he was saying, and one 

was just text. The face to camera combined with 

text was the winner. The one thing to understand 

is somebody might do a test where they're doing 

face to camera compared to text only and they 

might find that the text only ends up being an 

average longer length video and it might end up 

costing less money because it's got higher view 

through rates and click through rates and views, 

etcetera, etcetera.

 However, you always need to be looking at the 

long term effect of every ad that you do, specially 

videos. 
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Sometimes you might have an ad format that 

looks like it's a better performer because the initial 

metrics are better, but it doesn't mean it's the best 

long-term play or it doesn't mean you shouldn't 

have the other one running. If you have a face to 

camera compared to just a text overlay keynote-

style video, you might not be able to find out 

which one is really making you more money till six 

months down the road.

 If you have a brand, if you have somebody that 

represents your brand, my guess is the face to 

camera is going to be the one that makes you 

much, much more money, have much more brand 

affinity down the road, but it completed depends 

on your situation. If you're selling a software as 

a service then you're probably going to have a 

better longer term effect using maybe an animated 

video. Just showing the challenge, the frustration, 

and then the solution that your product or service 

provides. Think about these things.
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 We talked about this in the episode at the 

beginning of this year, kind of forecasting this next 

year and one of those things was looking at all 

your traffic holistically. How much money are you 

spending on Facebook? How much money are you 

getting back in general, or just on marketing in 

general. People are getting into the weave quite a 

bit, so this is the stuff you got to learn from. Read 

this article carefully but also try to figure out how 

this will affect me, my situation, as well as my long 

term situation. Sometimes just because one ad 

format might not beat out the other ad format, it 

doesn't mean you shouldn't be running both so 

you can resonate with different people. One can 

have a better brand impact.
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Ralph Burns: Yeah, it totally depends on your sale cycle. For a 

lot of our customers they see their real ROI, like 

thirty days out is when all of a sudden, they start 

making these multiples and I mean that has a lot 

to do with the fact that they're constantly being 

shown, not just in the newsfeed and our ads, 

but also in their email sequence follow ups and 

on their YouTube channel, and everything they 

sort of do in the follow up, it's sort of the same 

messages, the same person, the same personality, 

which is exactly what you're talking about. There's 

a consistency, there's a brand, that goes along 

with it. They get that recall and it all started that 

engagement, all started with a video ad.

 Could we do link post ads or image post ads for 

those ads and probably have success? Yeah but I 

think the longer term success, you have to think 

holistically about your businesses. You know video 

is so powerful if you've got a face, if you've got a 

brand. 
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You want to continuously reinforce it throughout 

your entire sales cycle and your entire sales funnel. 

It's going to end up making you more money in the 

end. Far more ROI of your initial ad spent.

Keith Krance: So just a real quick recap, we went over about six 

new updates. Number one, Ralph hit on the new 

collection DPA, ad placement for Facebook. Molly 

talked about GIFs, animated GIFs, as a new ad 

creative format, really powerful. Molly talked about 

one of many chat's new features, where you can 

now you can create a new auto reply when people 

comment on your posts, not just inside messenger. 

I talked about Facebook rolling out auto sound on 

video ads, so they don't start silent, they start with 

the sound on, also talked about Instagram story 

ads rolling out and now available for everyone 

globally. 
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Then Ralph went in and talked about an awesome 

article by Buffer comparing square videos to 

landscape videos and different types of videos 

and comparing those, and types of video formats 

and how each of those did. Once again this is 

digitalmarketer.com/podcast. Today was episode 

ninety. If you like this show, if you loved it have 

you hit iTunes and leave us some feedback. Once 

in a while we'll highlight one of your reviews that 

we read and we liked. Because we read these, we 

really enjoy the feedback from you guys, especially 

when its impactful on your life.

 So I'm going to read one out here. If you go to 

iTunes you can leave reviews. Sometimes it's not 

real easy. It's hard to do from a mobile device, 

I don't even think you can do it from a mobile 

device. I'm going to read Corbin Dallas' here. This is 

one in January 2017 and this is awesome. It's a five 

star review. I'm not going to read the whole thing 

cause it's a pretty long one. 
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He's like, "so last year I must have spent over 

twenty thousand dollars on courses and education 

for myself. Then these three amigos come along 

and give amazing knowledge, instructions, jokes, 

and inspirations, and feel goods. All for flipping 

free and their stuff is better. They actually care 

about you too. Dear reader of this review, it comes 

across in Keith's voice specially so a big thank you 

for doing what you do. Molly is so top of the line, 

cool, and awesome voiced while also being down 

to earth and not coming across as too advanced 

for us mere mortals. Ralph, he's from the future 

where they can design their voices to sounds as 

radio voiced awesome as they want, plus his Sean 

Conner-y voice deserves his its show. Yeah, he's 

really good at what he talks about and really good 

at teaching it by giving really great examples. 

That's what we really appreciate."

Ralph Burns: [Sean Connery voice] I'm blushing, Krance. 
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Keith Krance: Yes, yes. We're going to have to get you to get 

your own show. Can I be your emcee?

Ralph Burns: [Sean Connery voice] Perhaps, if you've got ten 

million pounds.

Keith Krance: Oh, this is good. "Yeah you, yeah you stop reading 

this review right now and download about thirty 

episodes and start binging. Afterwards you better 

leave a five star review otherwise our three heroes 

will think you don't appreciate them and love 

them. Now get after it." We're not pushing you to 

do the five star review but definitely what he said 

there about going back and downloading all the 

episodes. We do it all the time, coaching clients 

that come in, agency clients of ours, we're always 

giving them recorded webinars, we're always 

sending them to different resources we have as 

well as specific podcast episodes that we know will 

help them. 
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Appreciate you guys doing that. Thanks again 

to Corbin Dallas for leaving that awesome, 

entertaining review.

Ralph Burns: [Sean Connery voice] Thanks, Corbin.

Keith Krance: Yes, and thank you, the listener, again. We will talk 

to you next week. Bye, bye.

Molly Pittman: Thanks, guys.

Ralph Burns: See ya.

Thanks so much for joining us this week. Want to subscribe 

to Perpetual Traffic? Have some feedback you’d like to share? 

Connect with us on iTunes!

iTunes not your thing? 

Find us on Stitcher or at DigitalMarketer.com/podcast.
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